A CENTURY OF CONSERVATION
1914-2014
Dunphys kowmung adventure 2014
SEPTEMBER 26TH TO OCTOBER 6TH
KATOOMBA TO PICTON
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Dunphy's Kowmung adventure 2014
Advice and encouragement for walkers

!

1914 Log
Your log
Words
equipment and provisions
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General Instructions for filming this adventure.
Keep a daily diary or log.
•Take photos where indicated so they match those taken by
Myles
• Note when the country changes e.g. land use– be it
forestry plantation, clearing for farms, etc.
•Note when you have a meal similar to Dunphy's e.g.
damper.
•Ask yourself why Myles mistook his position.
•What is it that makes you have a sense of wonder?
•Follow directions for good still photos and videos especially
close up shots, and use a tripod to steady the shots.
•We need footage at campfires, at lunch, river crossings, and
when discussing navigation. Imagine as if you were there
in 1914.
•Carry scales to weigh your packs.

!

Track Notes 1914 : Speaking as Myles
G’day walkers Myles Dunphy here. It’s 1914 and we in
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Australia are a long way from the war. DUE to childhood illness
I have been excluded FROM enlistING IN THE ARMED FORCES. I
suppose that walking through the bush is an activity that
requires less fitness than fighting; well we will see, eh? IN MY
TIME BUSHwalking was known as “trailing” derived from our club
the “mountain trails club” but that is another story, for later
around the campfire.

!

I’ve been walking the bush for many years now, though I'm still a
“young-un” at 22. I've got a good job that gives me time off to
take part in long walks like the one you are about to embark on.
I'll tell you a few things that happened to us along the way.

!

MY FRIEND Bert Gallop and I SET OUT from Katoomba to explore
the Kowmung River. Originally we had hoped to make it to
Penrith but this was to be too far. we have jobs to get back to in
Sydney (although Bert has spent the last few weeks painting
beside the nepean river. We were really lucky to be given two
weeks off to disappear into the wilds of the Blue Mountains. As
ever we make the most of it.

!

We bought a return train ticket, since it was entirely likely we
would end iin katoomba back where we started, and in any case
Penrith is on the same line.

!

So we are here at Katoomba for the first leg of our long
journey. I was excited by my last visit to this area from the
Picton side and had glimpses into the mysterious valleys and
ranges of the Kowmung. there has been a lot of planning for
this adventure: food, equipment and estimating times and
distances. I did not want to do it alone and Bert and I had to
make a quick decision to go on short notice. Our other mate
who may have come went off to the war.

!
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All of you are very lucky; doing our pioneering journey in
shorter stages. Pay attention to the track notes I have
compiled to help you on your bush trailing. Good luck and
enjoy the bush; oh! And this time you can't live off the land.

!

“Anticipation is half the pleasure of a trip.” Bert Symons. And in
reply.....
“I know it, but unfortunately there is nothing tangible about
anticipation.” Myles Dunphy. Oct, 1914.

!

STAGE 1 – KATOOMBA TO JENOLAN CAVES
Day 1 Katoomba Station to Megalong Ford
• From the Cultural Centre after much formality and
speeches you will proceed with your Adventure Guides to the
Great Western Highway. (Strictly speaking this should start at
Katoomba Railway Station at 9:50 PM. Myles' train left Central at
7:00 P.M. pulled by a steam locomotive.) This of course is the line
of Coxs Road built in1815. Imagine the ghosts of horse drawn
carts and much more bush close by. Is it any different now?
• Along the Highway to the “Explorer’s Marked Tree”. There
were no street light s, so in the dark, cloudy night Myles and
Bert “assumed the sight of oiwls” to find the turn-off to
Nellies Glen and the Six Foot Track.
Question for you: Was it really Bllaxland Lawson and
Wentworth who marked the tree?

!

• “Near the marked tree we were confronted by a beast in the
dark and would have given it a leaden lesson but we were'nt
ready. Must have been a dingo”.
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Walkers, do you think a dingo would live here now? And what
would you do if you were so confronted by one? Myles and
Bert continued on into Nellies Glen which was steep and
winding but the track was still in good condition. The Six
Foot Track constructed in 1884 was only known as such from
1937 and had been used for foot and cart traffic from the
Megalong Valley.

!

At the head of Nellies Glen in deep darkness Myles and Bert
lit a candle to see their way. I suppose you would use an LED
head torch, (you wimps!). Myles Advice when walking the
Glen in the dark was;

!

“Don't step on your shadow, otherwise you might be let down
nicely (i.e. fall).”
“Rest several times to avoid ‘wobbly leg' syndrome as it is
very steep, and the steepest is about half way down where it jigs
and twists about in a bewildering fashion.”

!

• As you pass down Nellies Glen imagine the miners using
this track in the 19th Century. I wonder if Myles was aware of
this history?

!

• You will pass by the spot at the bottom of Nellies Glen
where Myles and Bert made their first camp at midnight, but
you Centenarians will continue on to Megalong Ford. Where
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do you think this camp was? It was near the creek and was
level ground.
Clue: Myles managed to spill all the tea leaves in the sand and
forest litter. Next day he got a pound of tea from a homestead
and paid one shilling and three pence; 1s.3d.

!

N.B. Nellies Glen and the Upper Valleys are the site of many
rare plants including the endangered species Microstrobos
fitzgeraldii and Leionema lachnaeoides. Although Myles would
have seen these in the daytime there is no indication he was
aware of these or any other rare species of flora and fauna.

!

DAY 2 Megalong Ford to Black Range
On this day you must eat raisins as Bert and Myles did when
they came to the first creek from Narrow Neck. Where do you
think that is? Or was it yesterday where the fire road from
Dicksons Ladders joins the Six Foot Track?

!

After leaving Megalong Ford via the Track you will “top a rise
and the Coxs River ridges come into view”. Where the track
reaches the Coxs River gorge and turns south there is a place
showing “the prospect down the gorge from the track, the dark
mass of Minni Minni Range and . . . . beyond that the Black Range.”
N.B. Minni Minni is also called Gibraltar Rocks.

!

Note that in 1914 , “the opposite side of the gorge still in its
natural state is particularly rough and very steep in places. On our
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side where the track is, the timber has been ringbarked and burnt
off and presents a dismal spectacle.”

!

At this point you should find the approximate location of the
first photo and view the route forward.

!
Photo from Diary Page 7 Along the Six Foot Track
Here is a clearer photo
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By the way, how's the weather at the moment walkers? Bert
and Myles were looking at ominous clouds which nearly hid
the Black Range and you might want to get a move on in case
the Coxs River is up. But I forgot, there's a swing bridge
where once was a ford.

!

I’ll bet those 50 pound swags were getting heavy and a bit of
rain on them would only increase their weight. That's why
you carry a set of scales. The intrepid pair reported that this
area had 25 inches of rain in 3 weeks in October 1913. They
were interested in changes in the country as a result, such as
erosion and “granite detritus brought down” from “the Minni
Minni range to form ridges near the base.

!

Across the Coxs River the Adventure party moves on and
others return by the same route back across the bridge to the
Megalong Ford.

!

You now ascend the Minni Minni range, but after a rest I
hope. Myles always advised to rest after a good lunch, a point
of contention between him and some others in the Mountain
Trails Club.

!

Do you notice any depositional areas on these lower slopes
even though you are on a track? And don't forget to eat the
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raisins to power you up the steep slopes.

!

Advice for unwary climbers who hurry in haste: “We find it
best, no matter what the grade is, to stick to a certain speed
which allows of the most speed with the least effort.”

!

And take time out to take in the views. Now for the descent to
the Little River. Are there many rabbits here? There were in
1914 and at many other places along the way and in the
Kowmung wilderness. Here it’s also worth looking carefully at
the 1:25K topo map and seeing how many creeks are actually
named in the Little River catchment.

Is this perhaps where Myles and Bert met the shepherd and
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where might the hut have been? This was Camp 2 (1864ft)
for the pair and it was cold and wet. But they had the new,
specially made light weight Japara tent that was to be the
future of “trailing”, later known as bushwalking.

!

PHOTOS REQUIRED AT THIS SITE. Do you think you
located a possible hut site and the river flat where Myles
camped?

!

Now you have the pleasure of continuing on up the Black
Range and making camp on high. In 1914 when the lads
made an early start they were delayed for an hour chatting to
the shepherd. For years bushwalkers have had a relationship
with the people living in the bush.

!

Finally they “hit the track again at 8:45” climbing the range in
fog. It's a long climb but the whole bush atmosphere got
hold of Myles at this point: “the spirit of the bush, the hour and
the surroundings got hold of me. I simply let myself go, yelled a song
or two and cooeed loud and long.” He did a bit of fancy cursing
later as his energies dropped with the cold and fog and the
load of the swag. Half way up they noticed a grey kangaroo
and tried to shoot it as young folks did in those days. But the
climb had to be done.

!

Do you notice the condition of the track which he described
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as rough and steep? Eating lots of raisins of course. Make sure
you tuck in yourselves.

!

After reaching the top of Black Harry the track must have
been quite narrow since he remarks: “The bushes and any
amount of yearling saplings leaned over the track. It was “some
wet”. And he says they got “a glorified shower bath” as a result.

!

And now for some food at this stage (5896S: 23048E) since
here they had lunch which consisted of black sausage (or
pudding) bread and Dundee Marmalade Jam.

!

After this they continued on Black Range and it was very wet
and cold. Myles was weary since he had left home feeling
unwell.

!

It was so wet they sought shelter under two big partly hollow
trees. This was about 2.5 miles from the Jenolan Caves Road
at 228748E: 625875S. Two drovers came by with a few bullocks
taking them down to Bulls Camp on the Jenolan River.

!

After this YOU will proceed to your Camp 2. And you must
have the new fangled American Heinz Baked Beans which
Myles claimed were “..an eye opener. Never before in camp had
we tasted anything as good.”

!
!
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DAY 3 Black Range Camp to Jenolan Caves

!

Reaching the Jenolan Road they were passed by the only
people they met on the road, a man on a motorcycle with a
woman in the sidecar.

!

You will pass the Binda Bush Cottages which have been
renamed Jenolan Cottages A pity as the name Binda is
Gundungarra language meaning deep water. This may be the
site for the Kia-ora Boarding House mentioned by Myles.
They then turned off the road to head down the ridge track
which was originally a pack horse route.

!

It is now a straightforward walk to Jenolan Caves, but pause
to look through Carlotta Arch and the Devil's Coachhouse,
features which truly amazed Myles.

!
END STAGE 1 - Jenolan Caves car park.
!

N.B. to the new crew for Stage 2! Have you picked up your
supplies for the walk over Kanangra Walls road to the
Hollanders River?
You should have 14lbs of flower and 4lb Jam as well as other
items.
If it is too much, follow Myles' decision to leave some behind
near a tent at Jenolan Caves.
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Eucalyptus and other plants of note along the way.
Day 1: Katoomba to Nellies Glen – Eucalyptus oreades, E. sieberi.
Nellies Glen bottom of cliffs to Megalong Ford – Eucalyptus mannifera,
Angophora costata.
Day 2: Megalong Ford to Coxs River – Eucalyptus crebra. Casuarina
cunninghamiana River She-oak)
Black Range – Eucalyptus fastigata, E. pauciflora Snow Gum.
Day 3: Jenolan Caves – Eucalyptus bicostata.

!

Fauna of Note
Grey Kangaroos
Mountain Lowrys or Crimson Rosella
Wombats
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Dunphy’s Kowmung Adventure
Photo of the Walk Map that was used at all the camp sites. Walkers and
supporters signed this map along the borders at the camps. The vinyl map
is unique and will be deposited in the archives for future generations to
reference.
The map was compiled by Wyn Jones from the maps of Myles Dunphy, the
walk badge by Jenni Gormley and art work of Wyn Jones.
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